Terrestrial-type exoplanets orbiting nearby red dwarf stars (M-dwarfs) are among the best targets for atmospheric characterization and biosignature searches in the near future. Recent evolutionary studies have suggested that terrestrial planets in the habitable zone of M-dwarfs are probably tidally locked and have limited surface water inventories as a result of their host stars' high early luminosities. Several previous climate simulations of such planets have indicated that their remaining water would be transported to the planet's permanent nightside and become trapped as surface ice, leaving the dayside devoid of water. Here we use a three-dimensional general circulation model with a water cycle and accurate radiative transfer scheme to investigate the surface water evolution on slowly rotating tidally locked terrestrial planets with limited surface water inventories. We show that there is a competition for water trapping between the nightside surface and the substellar tropopause in this type of climate system.
INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial planets around M-dwarfs are the first potentially habitable exoplanets for which atmospheric characterization will be possible because of their enhanced transit probability, large transit depth and high planet-star contrast ratio (Seager & Deming 2010) . However, the climate evolution of this type of planet likely differs from that of the Earth in several important aspects (Shields et al. 2016 ). First, potentially habitable exoplanets around M-dwarfs are probably tidally locked by gravitational tidal torques. In particular, planets with small eccentricities are likely to be trapped in a 1:1 spin-orbit resonance (Kasting et al. 1993; Barnes 2017 ). In addition, many of these planets may be deficient in water, because they receive an insolation above the runaway greenhouse threshold during their host stars' pre-main-sequence phase, leading to extensive water loss (Ramirez & Kaltenegger 2014; Luger & Barnes 2015; Tian & Ida 2015) . Studies that assumed an Earth-like atmospheric composition have shown that for such planets, water vapor would be transported by the atmospheric circulation to the cold permanent nightside and trapped as surface ice (Heath et al. 1999; Joshi 2003; Menou 2013; Yang et al. 2014 ). However, the water cycle on these planets over a wider range of atmospheric parameters has not yet been investigated in detail.
MOIST GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL
Here we investigate the water trapping on slowly rotating tidally locked planets with limited surface water inventories (referred to as "arid planets" in comparison with the "aqua-planet" simulations widely used in previous studies) over a range of atmospheric compositions. We developed a threedimensional general circulation model (GCM) with a self-consistent water cycle based on our dry GCM that uses a line-by-line approach to describe the radiative transfer for simulating diverse planetary atmospheres (Ding & Wordsworth 2019) . The physical schemes for moist processes are very similar to those used in Merlis & Schneider (2010) , including a moist convection scheme, a large-scale condensation scheme and a planetary boundary scheme. Our moist GCM can reproduce the climatology on tidally locked Earth-like aqua-planets in Merlis & Schneider (2010) when using the same gray-gas radiative transfer calculation.
To simulate the climate of tidally locked terrestrial planets around M-dwarfs, we use AD Leos stellar spectrum. The planet has the same radius and surface gravity as Earth's and an orbital period of 35 Earth days. Both the eccentricity and obliquity are zero. The incoming stellar radiation above the substellar point is 1200 W m −2 . The surface is flat and has a albedo of 0.25. 2000 spectral points and four quadrature points (two upwelling and two downwelling) are used for both shortwave and longwave radiative calculations. The atmosphere is made of N 2 , CO 2 and H 2 O. The columnintegrated mass of N 2 is equivalent to the mass of a 1 bar N 2 atmosphere if the atmosphere was made of N 2 alone. We performed simulations with various CO 2 levels and found the surface water starts to be converged to the substellar region when the CO 2 mass mixing ratio is 0.1. So we chose two CO 2 levels to present our results and discuss the two climate regimes: (1) one has a present-day Earth-like CO 2 level with the CO 2 volume mixing ratio of 400 ppmv (referred to as the "low CO 2 run"); (2) the other has a relatively higher CO 2 level and the column-integrated mass of CO 2 is equivalent to the mass of a 0.1 bar CO 2 atmosphere if the atmosphere was made of CO 2 alone (referred to as the "high CO 2 run"). Thus, for the latter case, CO 2 also contributes substantially to the total mass of the atmosphere. The total surface pressure is 1.1 bar with a CO 2 volume mixing ratio of 0.063 relative to N 2 . In both simulations, the water vapor mixing ratio is controlled by the atmospheric circulation and surface water distribution.
To simulate the surface water evolution, we implemented a bucket water model in which the water depth of the bucket varies with the local precipitation and evaporation (see Appendix A for details).
The initial condition of the surface water inventory is 1 m of ice uniformly distributed on the nightside surface. The GCM simulations are run until reaching the statistical equilibrium state (∼3000 days) when the absorbed stellar radiation of the climate system is balanced by outgoing longwave radiation and the surface water distribution stops changing with time. Averaged results over the last 600 days are presented. Figure 1 . Long-term mean surface water depth for the low CO 2 run with volume mixing ratio of 400 ppmv (a) and for the high CO 2 run with volume mixing ratio of 0.063 (b). The white dot is the substellar point. Fig. 1 shows the distributions of the surface water depth in the equilibrium state of the two simulations, after the surface water evolution algorithm had converged. For the low CO 2 run, the surface water is stably trapped on the nightside as an ice sheet ( Fig. 1a ). But for the high CO 2 run, the initial nightside surface ice migrates towards the substellar area and eventually forms a wetland surrounded by a hyper-arid desert on the dayside. This substellar "oasis" occupies a circular area roughly 20 • around the substellar point (Fig. 1b ). The formation of this oasis results from the moist climate dynamics, specifically, the cold trapping effect of water vapor near the substellar tropopause and the associated precipitation. In Fig. 1b , the center of the oasis is slightly shifted eastward relative to the substellar point, because the upwelling motion west of the substellar point is suppressed by planetary equatorial waves (Yang et al. 2013 ).
Sub-stellar
Terminator By comparing the two simulations with different CO 2 levels, we can elucidate how the cold trapping competition between the nightside surface and the substellar tropopause determines the equilibrium distribution of the surface water inventory on a tidally locked arid planet. To better illustrate this competition, we plot the specific humidity (q, in kg/kg) distribution in the tidally locked coordinate calculated by the conditions on the nightside surface (q sat,n ) and at the substellar tropopause (q sat,t )
to evaluate the strength of water vapor cold trapping. For the low CO 2 run, q sat,n ≈ 3.74 × 10 −9 , q sat,t ≈ 1.25 × 10 −6 and q sat,n q sat,t . Therefore, the atmospheric water vapor is constrained by the nightside surface ice sheet and well mixed in the atmosphere without any condensation ( Fig. 2a ). But for the high CO 2 run, q sat,n ≈ 7.2 × 10 −4 , q sat,t ≈ 1 × 10 −5 . Precipitation forms within the upwelling branch of the overturning circulation, giving rise to an open water area with the same size as the area where air rises. In Fig. 2b , the atmospheric profile follows the moist adiabat above the open water, but once the air parcel leaves the upwelling branch of the overturning cell condensation ceases, and the water vapor concentration becomes well mixed again. In fact, most water vapor on the nightside is not last saturated exactly at the substellar tropopause but in a region around the tropopause, shown as the green shading area in Fig. 2b . Hence, the nightside atmospheric specific humidity is slightly higher than q sat,t but still well below q sat,n . As a result, any nightside surface water inventory slowly sublimates into the atmosphere, explaining the migration of surface water from nightside to the substellar area. This occurs despite the fact that the nightside thermal stratification is very stable due to the strong near-surface temperature inversion. In the high CO 2 run, the substellar tropopause wins in the competition of water vapor cold trapping mainly because of the radiative effect of CO 2 . The ratio of the two saturation specific humidities at the two cold traps can be written as
where e sat is the saturation vapor pressure of water, T trop and p trop are the air temperature and pressure at the substellar tropopause, and T sn and p sn are the surface temperature and pressure on the nightside. Both p sn and e sat (T trop ) increase a little in the high CO 2 run due to the mass contribution and near-infrared absorption of CO 2 . But the major impact of the high CO 2 level is warming of the nightside surface temperature from 170 K under the present-day CO 2 level to 255 K when the CO 2 volume mixing ratio is 0.063 (Fig. 3) . The saturation surface specific humidity is therefore raised by nearly five orders of magnitude, after which point it exceeds the value around the substellar tropopause (Fig. 2) . The enhanced warming on the nightside surface is attributed to the enhanced infrared emissivity of the atmosphere, not only from the high CO 2 level, but also from the higher water vapor concentration (Fig. 2) . This warming mechanism has been discussed previously in the context of completely dry atmospheres (Wordsworth 2015; Koll & Abbot 2016; Ding & Wordsworth 2019) . Another factor that can potentially affect the nightside surface temperature is turbulent mixing in the planetary boundary layer. However, in our high CO 2 run, the sensible heat flux from the atmosphere to the nightside surface is less than 5 W m −2 , while the infrared radiative flux reaching the nightside surface is ∼ 230 W m −2 . Hence, the nightside surface is mainly in radiative equilibrium and the turbulent heat mixing plays a minor role here.
4. CO 2 BUDGET AND STABILITY OF THE TWO EQUILIBRIUM CLIMATE STATES So far, we have shown the two equilibrium climate states under different but fixed CO 2 levels.
However, the CO 2 partial pressure on Earth is regulated by the silicate-weathering feedback (Walker et al. 1981) , and for many terrestrial exoplanets a similar feedback may be important. Although it is challenging to evaluate the outgassing and weathering of CO 2 on exoplanets in general, we can gain insight into the CO 2 budget of the two equilibrium climate states qualitatively by using a simple equation for the partial pressure of CO 2 . In this simple CO 2 budget model, the surface partial pressure of CO 2 is determined by outgassing and weathering, and the CO 2 weathering rate is primarily determined by the CO 2 surface partial pressure and the surface area fraction of liquid water.
where P co2 is the surface CO 2 partial pressure, Φ is the CO 2 outgassing rate, W 0 = 70 bar Gyr −1 , T 0 = 288 K are the CO 2 weathering rate and surface temperature in the reference state, k = 0.1 K −1 is the weathering-temperature rate constant (Abbot 2016) , and Ts, Afrac = 0.03 are the substellar surface temperature and fraction of the substellar liquid water area, respectively. In our CO 2 budget model, the weathering rate depends on the surface CO 2 partial pressure indirectly through the substellar surface temperature. The direct power law dependence on the surface CO 2 partial pressure is ignored here, because recent work based on laboratory experiments that have quantified the dissolution rate of a variety of silicate minerals has indicated that this dependence is weak (Graham & Pierrehumbert 2019 ).
In our high CO 2 run, the surface partial pressure of CO 2 is 1.1×0.063=0.07 bar. So we use a CO 2 partial pressure of 0.07 bar as the threshold above which surface water migrates from the nightside to the substellar area and then weathering occurs. The timescale of the surface water migration is short compared to the weathering timescale, so we assume that the surface water is always in an equilibrium state in this model. When the surface CO 2 partial pressure is 0.07 bar, a critical CO 2 outgassing rate of Φ c =52 bar Gyr −1 is found in this CO 2 budget model by which two climate regimes can be discriminated. If the CO 2 outgassing rate is less than Φ c , the climate on tidally locked arid planets has no stable equilibrium state, and the surface water will oscillate between the nightside ice and substellar water states, in a pattern that resembles the limit cycles predicted to occur for some planets near the outer edge of habitable zone (Haqq-Misra et al. 2016) . For CO 2 outgassing rate larger than Φ c , the substellar water solution becomes a stable climate state because the weathering rate can always balance the outgassing rate through the CO 2 partial pressure dependence. Interestingly, the critical value of the CO 2 outgassing rate found in our simple formula is close to Earth's CO 2 outgassing rate. In reality, weathering is affected by many complicated processes, including uplift rates, the planetary tectonic regime, surface maficity and other factors (Macdonald et al. 2019; O'Neill & Lenardic 2007; Valencia et al. 2007) , and hence can be expected to vary over a wide range.
THREE CLIMATE REGIMES UNDER INCREASED INSOLATION
The two simulations we have discussed with varying CO 2 levels were performed under an Earthlike insolation level. Because planets closer to their host stars are more observationally favorable, we also investigated how the substellar surface water and nightside surface ice state evolve when the arid planet receives increased insolation. Similar to aqua-planets, arid planets with stable substellar surface water should enter the runaway greenhouse state when the absorbed stellar radiation of the planet exceeds the upper limit of the outgoing longwave radiation that the planet can emit. We did not attempt to simulate this climate transition in our current model because water vapor is a non-dilute component when approaching the runaway greenhouse state for which special treatment is required ). However, based on previous simulations of the runaway greenhouse on tidally locked aqua-planets (Yang et al. 2013) , the critical absorbed stellar flux for this transition on Earth-like tidally locked planets can be estimated as S 1 ∼286 W m −2 . The nightside surface temperature also increases with the insolation. In our simulations with enhanced insolation and stable nightside ice, the ice begins to irreversibly sublimate into the atmosphere when the absorbed stellar radiation exceeds S 2 ∼ 388 W m −2 .
To summarize, three climate regimes on a tidally locked arid planet can be discriminated by these two critical fluxes S 1 and S 2 as illustrated in Fig.4 . When the absorbed stellar radiation of the climate system S abs < S 1 , the surface water can either distribute on the nightside as ice sheet or in the substellar area. These two states can transfer from one to the other via changes in the carbonatesilicate cycle, as discussed in Section 4. When S 1 < S abs < S 2 , surface water can only exist as an ice sheet on the nightside. A runaway greenhouse will occur if the cold trap on the nightside surface is are marked by red arrows, e.g., the CO 2 cycle (solid) and impact erosion (dashed). S 1 is the critical absorbed stellar flux when the substellar liquid water state enters the runaway greenhouse, which is ∼286 W m −2 (Yang et al. 2013 ). S 2 is the critical absorbed stellar flux when the nightside ice state enters the runaway greenhouse, ∼ 388 W m −2 in our simulation.
weaker, for example, due to nightside surface warming by CO 2 . This is similar to the bi-stable moist climate states discussed for close-in arid exoplanets (Leconte et al. 2013 ). Finally, when S abs > S 2 , all water is present in the atmosphere as vapor, and no surface water is possible. On long timescales this atmospheric water vapor would be vulnerable to photodissociation and hydrogen loss to space (Kasting 1988 ).
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
Our results demonstrate that even for tidally locked arid exoplanets with low water inventories, climate solutions exist where dayside surface liquid water is stable. This implies habitable conditions on planets around M-stars may be more common than previously considered. Future research efforts will need to focus on the effects of other volatile cycles and water-rock interactions on the climates of such planets, as well as on developing robust observational techniques to constrain the abundance of surface liquid water remotely (Robinson et al. 2010; Loftus et al. 2019) .
Other than the CO 2 cycle discussed in Section 4, the stability of the dayside surface water can be potentially affected by some other factors not included in our idealized GCM simulations. First, for higher surface water inventories well beyond 1m nightside equivalent, surface water would flow away from the substellar region and refreeze on the nightside. The critical surface water inventory under which surface water is stably trapped on the dayside should be investigated in the future with a more complex land model that incorporates both surface runoff and evaporation. Second, the stabilization of the dayside surface water also relies on the dayside orography. In general, moderately lower elevations (e.g., crater depressions) in the substellar region should help to stabilize surface water there.
Third, fast planetary rotation is likely to alter the proposed mechanism that converges precipitation in the substellar area. For tidally locked terrestrial planets with rotation period shorter than 20 days, the thermally direct circulation is greatly disturbed by planetary waves (Haqq-Misra et al. 2018) , and the atmospheric circulation may transport water vapor to the nightside by other pathways without passing through the tropopause cold trap. At last, same as in Merlis & Schneider (2010) , our GCM is cloud-free to allow a focus on the key physical processes (e.g., the radiative impact of greenhouse gases) without invoking cloud parameterizations. Cloud effects involve various atmospheric processes over a wide range of spatial scales and always need to be parameterized in large-scale climate models, which remain a major problem even for modern climate change simulations (Stephens 2005) . Despite the challenges associated with cloud modeling in GCMs, via basic reasoning we can establish that cloud radiative effects would have limited impact on the water trapping competition on arid tidally locked planets. When the surface water is trapped on the nightside as ice, clouds would be scarce in the atmosphere and could not contribute to the migration of surface water towards the substellar region. In the climate state with substellar surface liquid water, the troposphere above the surface water region would be covered by deep convective clouds that are highly reflective. The upper troposphere would be covered by high cirrus clouds that could extend to the nightside, as seen in some aqua-planet climate simulations (Yang et al. 2013 ). These cirrus clouds would warm the nightside surface, making the dayside tropopause cold trapping more robust. The substellar surface water only occupies a very small fraction of the planets surface area (Figs 1 and 2 operates with methane as the condensible component. In Titan's case, the seasonal cycle is much stronger due to the small thermal inertia of the lower boundary and strong seasonal migration of the ICTZ gives rise to Titan's dry tropics and polar lakes (Mitchell & Lora 2016) .
APPENDIX
A. BUCKET WATER MODEL ITERATION In the bucket model, the rate of change of water depth (ḣ) depends on the local precipitation (P ) and evaporation (E),ḣ = P − E. If the total amount of water cannot provide the evaporation flux computed by the bulk aerodynamic formula in the planetary boundary layer scheme, all water in the bucket will be evaporated instead. Because the evolution of the surface water inventory is a much slower process than the atmospheric dynamics, we implemented an iteration scheme for the surface water evolution. The time-mean tendency of water depth in the bucket model is evaluated every 200 days and is used to update the surface water distribution by multiplication with a 10-year timestep, similar to the algorithm described in Wordsworth et al. (2013) to explore surface ice evolution on early Mars. To validate the surface water iteration scheme, we performed a simulation for the high CO 2 run with different initial surface water distributions. When the surface water is initially distributed in the extratropical region (upper right panel in Fig. 5 ), the climate evolves towards the same equilibrium climate state and the same substellar oasis forms. 0 50 10 3 10 1 10 1 Bucket depth (m) Figure 5 . Evolution of the surface water inventory in the high CO 2 run. The total model integration time is 3000 days. The surface water iteration is performed every 200 days with a 10-year timestep. Left and right columns are the snapshots for the two cases with initial surface water on the nightside surface and in the extratropical region, respectively.
